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One of the problems often encountered when restoring an
old book is deciding what to do about a missing marbled
endpaper leaf. It will be virtually impossible to find
another sheet that matches.

One solution is to remove the endpapers still remaining
and replace them all with another pattern. If you are
going down this path, be careful. Patterns of marbled
paper fall into distinct historical periods, and the use of a

modern paper, or even one from any period later than
that when the book was bound, can be jarring.

There is another way - dispense with marbled paper and
just use white paper stained or toned to match the other
paper in the book. Alternatively, use unpatterned
coloured paper. The use of such paper was common in all
bookbinding periods.

One of the most widely used rvas Cobb paper, named
after Thomas Cobb, an English papermaker, who

introduced it in about 1800. The paper is is generally
fairly drab in colour, often grey, grey-blue or fawn.

Although Cobb is a thin wove paper (i.e. it doesn't have
the laid and chain lines of laid paper), a very reasonable
match can be produced using some of the grey, blue and
light brown pastels in the Canson Ingres range. These
papers are available in most good art shops. The paper
can be lightly 'toned' by wiping with diluted tea or
coffee, to give it a slightly aged appearance prior to use-

Remember that it is a convention that only one colour
should be seen when the endpaper is open. In other
words, the coloured paper should be backed onto a white
sheet, so that the pastedown is alongside another
coloured sheet, and when this is tumed back, only white
pages will be seen (i.e. the endpaper will comprise
coloured, coloured/white, white).

John Turner
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In libraries large and small, minor repair is a critical
component in overall efforts to care for collections of
books and journals. Bound volumes mended as soon as

they show signs of damage may never require more
complex repair or binding. A book with tightened hinges
is sometimes more sturdy after treatment than it was at
the time of purchase.

Following are instructions for carrying out three basic
cost-effective procedures for repairing hard-cover
volumes. They were prepared to accompany all-day
demonstrations presented at the 1998 Annual Meeting of
the American Library Association in Washington, DC.
The Library of Congr-es generously offered space in the
LC exhibit booth in support of this pilot project. It
focuses on early intervention as a means of delaying or
eliminating the need for more time consuming and
expensive treatment.

This project was made possible through generous support
from Acme Bookbinding (Charlestown, MA), Bridgeport
National Bindery (Agawam, MA), Conservation
Resources International (Springfield, VA), Gaylord Bros.
(Syracuse, NY), Information Conservation Incorporated
and the Etherington Conservation Center (Brown
Summit, NC), the Library Binding Instirute (Edina, MN),
Library Binding Service (Des Moines, IA), Ocker &
Trapp Library Bindery (Emerson, NJ), SOLINET
(Atlanta, GA), and University Products (Holyoke, MA).

Hinge Tightening I
Inspect the hinge of the volume at the head and tail to see
if the text block has become loose in its case. If the
endpapers are pulling away from the inside of the case
but are still securely attached to the text block, Hinge
Tightening I may be an appropriate treatment. If
neglected, a text block that has become loose in its case
is likely to sustain additional damage each time it is used
until the binding fails altogether.

Materials required
Assemble the following: polyvinyl acetate adhesive
(PVA) in a tall thin container, knitting needles or plastic
rods of various thickness, waxed paper, and a bone
folder. A book press and metal-edged boards (or
appropriate substitutes) will also be needed.

Step 1: Applying adhesive in the hinge
Stand the book on its tail. With one hand, prop open the
loose hinge as wide as possible. Dip the knitting needle
into the adhesive, scraping excess adhesive off as you
draw the needle out ofthe container. Push the needle into
the hinge as far as it will go, using a twirling motion.
Apply the adhesive thoroughly to the exposed area. Turn
the book on its head and perform the same procedure if
needed at this end as well.

Step 2: Preparing for pressing
Lay the book flat and align the text block squarely in its
case. Open the cover part way, and using the long edge
of the bone folder, gently press the fold of the endpaper
into the hinge. Insert a sheet of waxed paper as far as

possible back into the hinge. This will prevent excess
adhesive from sticking to the endpaper and assure proper
opening of the book after drying.
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Step 3: Setting the hinge
Check to make sure that the text block is still square in its
case. Then run the long edge of a bone folder down the
length of the outer hinge of the case, applying even
pressure.

Step 4: Pressing the book using plain boards
Press the book for several hours or over night, making
sure that even pressure is applied in the joints. This can
be accomplished using thin, rigid boards (Masonite, for
example), appropriately sized knitting needles, and about
l0lbs. of weight. Select fwo needles that fit in the joints
and are slightly thickler than the covers. Align the
needles, sandwich the book between the boards, and

apply weight.

Step 4: Pressing the book using metal edged boards
Metal-edged boards eliminate the need for knitting
needles because one edge of each board is fitted with a

metal strip that overhangs the board approximately l/8"
on each side. The resulting flange fits into the joint of a

book and, underweight, exerts even pressure along it.

Step 4: Pressing the book in a book press
The easiest and most efficient means of pressing is to use
a book press and metal edged boards. This traditional
equipment facilitates careful control of pressure.

The term 'Royaf is a general term applied to bindings
that have a sovereign's arms in the upper or upper and
lower covers. Despite the presence of a sovereign's arms,

so-called royal bindings did not necessarily have any
royal provenance, as such bindings were produced rather
frequently, especially in the l6th and lTth centuries.

English bookbinders used royal arms indiscriminately as

a means of decorating their books well into the l9th
century. The blind-stamped bindings produced in the
reign of Henry VIII, for example, which are embellished
panels of the royal arrns, are all trade bindings (an early
fype of sales pitch?) as are almost all of the plain calfskin
bindings bearing the arms of Queen Elizabeth, or her
crowned falcon badge . Large prayer books or Bibles with
royal arms may have come from one of the Royal
Chapels, or they may have been bound for any (loyal)
local parish.

John Turner



It is common the see book dealers' catalogues describe
18s and lgth Cent bindings as calf, when in many cases
the leather is actually sheep.

Sheep was generally used for basic, simple cheap
bindings. I myself own a book, in a plain full binding
from about 1810, which is covered in a very flawed piece
of sheep, complete with lumps and even holes. Sheep
was often used for used for plain full bindings, but rarely
when extensive gold work was applied. Quarter or half
bindings with extensive gold tooling on the spine do
however seem to be quite cornrnon:

It is obvious that from an early date sheep was seen as
inferior leather. Structurally, it has a double dermis, with
one of the layers being loose and fatty. This makes
paring somewhat difficult. The surface is soft and easily
marked, and it has a faint grain, unlike calf, which is
almost completely smooth.

The main problem though is that sheep does not wear as
long as leathers such as calf, goat and pigskin. The usual
telltale sign that the leather is sheep is a dry, powdery
crumbling breakdown of the leather at the joints and
corners.

John Turner

The so-called Coptic Binding has been subject of a real
surge in popularity in recent years. It is the subject of
many articles and workshops. The style certainly has
much to recommend it, with its exposed sewing and
simple construction making it an excellent project for
beginners but also lending itself to more complex
decoration and design variations.

Coptic binding was probably developed by the Copts,
who were early Christians living in Egypt in 400-600
AD. It makes use of a weaving technique, with a chain
stitch being used to bind the sections and also to attach
the text block to the cover boards. It is a variety ofopen-
spine binding, in which the cover and text pages are held
together with a series of exposed stitches. The exposed
spine and threads make the stitching process an essential
element of the design of the book.

It is common these days to refer to any non-adhesive
bookbinding in which unsupported stitching across the
folded sheets is laced directly into the boards (yes,
sometimes they are made of wood) as Coptic. In this
context 'unsupported' means that the thread passes
through each section and is linked to the identical stitch

on the previous section. In other words the sewing over a

cord, tape or leather strip. It seems clear that the form
developed from the basic method of joining of clay
tablets by means of simple stitching with leather strips or
cords.

The Coptic style is suitable for sketchbooks and artists'
books (which often incorporate a collection of prints),
since it allows a 360-degree display of the book). It is
also a good way to bind magazines.

As the many tutorials on the web show, and as I have
indicated above, the 'Coptic' style can become quite
complex, for example when the sewing is done on tapes
or cords, when a number of coloured threads are used,
and when interesting an decorative coloured papers are
used.

Many images of contemporary "Coptic" binding can be
found on the world wide web, and in reference books, but
one of the more interesting collections of such bindings
can be seen in the Special Collections section of the
Princeton University Library website.

John Turner

Thefollowing text comprises 'Some Notes on the Tools Usedfor Finishing in the Bindery at the Public Library of NSIV'
by R C King, published by the then Public Library fuow the State Library of NSI'|/) in 1958. We can dssume that the
lools referred to were included in the Government Printing Ofice materials dispersed by auction in the 1980s, and are
lhus no longer present in the Library.

While this is a good overview of styles of English and French bookbinding decoration through various periods, there
are some inaccuracies. For instance, there is good evidence that the famous binder Roger Payne did not in fact cut his
own lools, ln relation to the tool cited as being used by Payne, it appears that this is a lool with some similarity to those
used by him. lt u,ottld be very unlikely that the Library had one of the actual tools used by this famous binder.
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It was seldom that the master binders of the past signed their work, and in many cases it has been hard to identifu, and

attribution in many cases can only be proved by the content of the book or manuscript involved.

One wonders who was the first craftsman to cut out a design on wood or metal and impress it on to the leather.

Whoever it was he invented the very first binding tool, and started in a primitive way, a method which has endured

through the centuries and is still in use today.

Catalogues of early bookbindings of the 14'h century have illustrations showing that elaborate and beautiful bindings
were produced with designs in blind stamped all over the covers. Many of the tools were cut in intaglio, to stamp in
relief, unlike those which are engraved to impress over gold leaf. Designs were also cut on wheels, or rolls, as they are

now called, which enabled the binder to make a continuous line of repeat decoration.

Morocco having been introduced during the l6th century, fine delicate tools were cut, and the art was encouraged by
great families who liking the Venetian patterns had their books tooled in that design. Following this period came the
Renaissance when all the arts *"." ."'ririrg and Grolier introduced his style and then later in the lTth century Le
Gascon entered the craft with his delicate dotted patterns. During the l7h .century, other masters of the craft like
Padeloup and Derome introduced the dentelle or lace borders followed in England by Roger Payne and others who
created the Harleian style.

It was from the collections of arabesque patterns culled from the decorated materials, manuscripts and other imported
articles from the East, in the first half of the 166 century who used these patterns as models for binders stamps. In tum
these binders stamps have served as models for punch cutters, and it is interesting to note that many designs used by
printers were copied from binders stamps.l

The following notes are intended primarily to illustrate some of the finishing tools in the Bindery and to identifu them
with the craft through the ages.

The above impressions of dies cut in hard metal and known as intaglio were used by the monks of the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries. They decorated their books with dies, punches or stamps, as they were called, in blind. When
stamps alone were used, the force was simply applied by a blow from a hammer. On the dampened leather it gave a

deep impression and this was to bring out the highlights and corresponding shadows.2

This tool represents the Venetian or Italian pattern introduced in the l5th century probably by oriental craftsmen.3

This tool used in decoration is known as 'a la fanfare'. The 'fanfare' bindings are attributed to Nicholas and Clovis Eve
who used a tool similar to the above on their bindings in the l5th century-a
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Claims made for the earliest gold tooled bindings to have been made in the workshops of Aldus Manutius in Venice
would now appear to legendary but nevertheless the collection of tools shown above and which impress solidly are still
called 'Aldine' in the modern bindery.

The above are fypical Grolier patterns. l6th century. These designs known as a vine leaf or Roman leaf were revived by
Aldus who first had thenm cut as a binder's stamp and later as a printer's flower. The collective name Aldine comes
from their use on bindings of Aldus.l

Grolier's early bindings show the use of the solid tool but later as these became larger and more elaborate, they were
etched across with horizontally engraved lines and are known as 'azured', a method used in heraldry to denote that
tincture. In the modern workshop these are still used 'Grolier tools' and have great beauty when arranged on their
spiralled lines amongst the interlaced strap-rvork.s

wGw}ffffi+er
In the lTth century a large family of artists and craftsmen named Derome practised in Paris and formulated designs
using patterns of the sfyle shown above. 6

ffi
The above finely engraved tools by P Souze, Paris are rypical ofthe style used in the lTth century in France. Described
as 'dentelle' or french lace ornaments. Padeloup was the first binder to used this sryle., and later Derome followed in his
footsteps but his use of the 'dentelles' rvas inferior to Padeloup.T

\i:,.it*L
A lace omamental pallet

6
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Rich bindings of the eueen Anne period became known as the Harleian style after the great collector, Robert Harley,

Earl of Oxfor d, 166l-1725. The binder was Thomas Elliiot'3

The tools are delicately cut and some rolls of original style are shown above with the 'pineapple' appearing in every

design.

The above tool known as the Fleur-de-lys or heraldic lily was used by craftsmen in England, France and Germany in the

iF il f Oii""n*d"r. It was generally used to decorate elaborate bindings for Royalry'8

Harleian rolls originating in the l7'h century'

\rr./rrrAA'r,a\l\,^^"&ArL.r.A$-AATLA.f,AA.AnAAA.,lt.AAi A'"e'i'4.a'A34'*'6j^lr.I*A*'AA'4.t444AA'A

The toothed roll shown above was used extensively for borders in early English bindings'

It was also very popular with French bookbinders in the l6th cenfury. It is now known as a cat's tooth ro11'8

ffig-|ffilt,jffi
This roll known as the Greek-key was used by English binders in the l7'h century for borders'e

dfdlt
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Omaments of this style were used by early English binders in the decoration of their books.

a..a.!.3.a.rra.r attt.rt..c.J.ar*a oaec...!tclr.l. .r.cr.r....-r..nr:

It was Le Gascon a French bookbinder rvho introduced the dots into designs on his books and called the above
continuous dots. Today rve would call it a pin head roll.

l,'{t:!&!t'!t'{,;kf;[ft t*,WtetCtJbbiCr,;ror.1,
A French roll of the iA'["ntory.t

Early English roll.to

The above tool represents the conventionalised foliage used by Roger Payne the English bookbinder of the I 8'h century
in the decoration ofhis books.tr

He did all his own work from sewing to decoration and cut his own tools and lefters.l2

All tools illustrated were selected from the many in the bindery at the Public Library, Sydney, a collection which is not
only of purely antiquarian interest for it is called upon for the skilled repair of ancient bindings as well as the creation of
new ones.
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